NIMAGA - 2022

JULY MIDWEEK
July 19, 2022

Chalet Hills GC
(847) 639-0666

Time
10:57
11:57
12:05
12:14
12:22
12:31
12:39
12:48

LOW

Hybrid Tees (Orange Flag) Par 73 - 70.9 / 133
White Tees Par 73 - 69.6 / 130
Index Range 2.6 - 16.1
Fiarito, Frank - TD (11)
Riemer, Ray - TD (14)
O'Brien, Tom - TD (8)
Dianovsky, Dave (5)
Sloan, Dave (8)
Lake, Bob - TD (12)
Pipes, Shawn - TD (8)
Dubay, Jim - TD (6)

HIGH DIVISION
Heinsohn, Mark - TD( 14)
Tran, Jonathan (13)
Blakney, Kirk (7)
Hilty, Stan (5)
Barnaby, Steve (17)
Gollwitzer, John (1)
Soja, Rick (7)

HIGH DIVISION
Boksha, Terry (15)
Rusteberg, Greg (16)
Patel, Mayur (15)
Nagy, Joseph (9)
Yedinak, Robert (17)
Mitchell, Stan (12)
Aldis, Bill (16)

TD = Tournament Director
N = New Member

USED 07/11/2022 CDGA REVISION DATE
* = Insufficient scores
N or * = minimum prize

R3 7/18/2022
HIGH DIVISION
Toth, Jeff - TD (15)
Widzisz, John (16)
Lyman, Mike (4)
Zmuda, Tom (6)
Becker, Christopher (12)

CART IS INCLUDED
RANGE BALLS NOT INCLUDED

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR CONTACT INFORMATIOM
Alberts, Brian (312) 914-0129
Dubay, Jim (224) 856-0778
Fiarito, Frank (847) 630-4879
Francel, John (773) 858-2807

Heinsohn, Mark (312) 296-2134
Johnston, John (630) 651-9999
Lake, Bob (630) 664-5442
McKirahan, Doug (847) 846-4027

O'Brien, Tom (630) 240-3844
Pipes, Shawn (630) 479-0164
Plens, Dan (815) 274-3939
Riemer, Ray (630) 247-7595

Toth, Jeff (224) 355-7694
Zdarsky, George (708) 220-7005

SKINS
If you want to get into Skins, get the VENMO App. https://help.venmo.com/hc/en-us/articles/209690068-How-to-Sign-Up
Members should send their $10 payment to @Ray-Riemer in the Low Division.
In the section that asks what the money is for, enter your first and last name and the Division you are playing in (i.e. Low or High).
WHY WAIT, PAY NOW! SKINS MUST BE PAID BEFORE YOU TEE OFF!!!!!!

HOLE-IN-ONE POT
Members should send their $1 payment to @Shawn-Pipes. In the section that asks what the money is for, enter your name and
tournament.

PLEASE NOTE HOLE-IN-ONE POT IS FOR NIMAGA MEMBERS ONLY

PACE OF PLAY
If a group finishes 14-18 minutes behind the group in front of them, and 26 minutes or more behind two groups in front of them
1 STROKE PENALTY. 19 minutes or more behind the group in front of them, or 26 minutes or more behind two groups in front of
them 2 STROKE PENALTY. Groups finishing beyond the above time lines will be brought to the attention of NIMAGA's Board for
review to determine if further actions are required. Please note this rule does not include leniency and thus any group which does
not finish within these time allowances will be assessed the penalty. Also, note this rule is based on the "group" it is not acceptable
for the first player of a group to hole out on the last hole and run into the club house. The "group" has not finished until the last player
holes out on the last hole.

TIES
Ties for first place in NIMAGA events are decided by a sudden-death play-off, if such a play-off is feasible in the judgement of the
"committee". For the first place playoffs the player must be present to participate, unless and until the "committee" has determined
that a physical playoff is not feasible. The three factors used in determining feasibility are weather, darkness, and access to the
course. On the Gross side of the tournament, the handicaps of the participants will be disregarded. If a play-off is not feasable, the
tie will be broken by matching cards backward from the 18th hole, again without regard to the handicap strokes. The tie-breaking
procedure will determine who receives both the first place prize and tournament plaque. On the net side of the tournament the
players will receive strokes in accordance with the ranking of holes on the scorecard. The same will apply in a scorecard playoff
for net. The tie breaking procedure will determine who receives both the first place prize and the tournament plaque. Playoffs will
be run, if necessary, for Low Gross and Low Net only. All other places will remain ties. Example if 3 players tie for second place
they will all receive credit for 2nd place and will split the prize monies for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places.

NIMAGA - 2022

JULY MIDWEEK
July 19, 2022

Chalet Hills GC
(847) 639-0666

Time
10:57
11:06
11:14
11:23
11:31
11:40
11:48

White Tees Par 73 - 69.6 / 130
Green Tees Par 73 - 67.4 / 125
Index Range 16.2 - 30.0
LOW DIVISION
Alberts, Brian - TD (22)
Zdarsky, Mike (15)
Robbins, Roy (16)
Leiber, Steve (18)
Allen, Robert (16)
McKirahan, Doug - TD (21)

Janas, Carl (16)
Dorr, Dan (19)
Conte, Mario (18)
Peters, Doug (16)
Zakosek, Larry (26)
DeLee, James (16)
Sramek, Mike (21)

Movrich, Carl (28)
Martinek, Dave (16)
Melaniphy, Joe (17)
Orlando, Nick (21)
Lanute, Joseph (26)
Montgomery, Dan (19)
McGhee, Peter (24)

TD = Tournament Director
N = New Member

USED 07/11/2022 CDGA REVISION DATE
* = Insufficient scores
N or * = minimum prize

HIGH

R3 7/18/2022
Harling, Sean (GST)
McGhee, Terry (25)
DiCosola, Nick (25)
Retrum , Mike (GST)
Serola, John (19)
Schultz, William (25)

CART IS INCLUDED
RANGE BALLS NOT INCLUDED

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR CONTACT INFORMATIOM
Alberts, Brian (312) 914-0129
Dubay, Jim (224) 856-0778
Fiarito, Frank (847) 630-4879
Francel, John (773) 858-2807

Heinsohn, Mark (312) 296-2134
Johnston, John (630) 651-9999
Lake, Bob (630) 664-5442
McKirahan, Doug (847) 846-4027

O'Brien, Tom (630) 240-3844
Pipes, Shawn (630) 479-0164
Plens, Dan (815) 274-3939
Riemer, Ray (630) 247-7595

Toth, Jeff (224) 355-7694
Zdarsky, George (708) 220-7005

SKINS
If you want to get into Skins, get the VENMO App. https://help.venmo.com/hc/en-us/articles/209690068-How-to-Sign-Up
Members should send their $10 payment to @Brian-Alberts-8 in the High Division.
In the section that asks what the money is for, enter your first and last name and the Division you are playing in (i.e. High or Low).
WHY WAIT, PAY NOW! SKINS MUST BE PAID BEFORE YOU TEE OFF!!!!!!

HOLE-IN-ONE POT
Members should send their $1 payment to @Shawn-Pipes. In the section that asks what the money is for, enter your name and
tournament.

PLEASE NOTE SKINS, CLOSEST TO THE PIN GIFT CARD AND HOLE-IN-ONE POT ARE FOR NIMAGA MEMBERS ONLY

PACE OF PLAY
If a group finishes 14-18 minutes behind the group in front of them, and 26 minutes or more behind two groups in front of them
1 STROKE PENALTY. 19 minutes or more behind the group in front of them, or 26 minutes or more behind two groups in front of
them 2 STROKE PENALTY. Groups finishing beyond the above time lines will be brought to the attention of NIMAGA's Board for
review to determine if further actions are required. Please note this rule does not include leniency and thus any group which does
not finish within these time allowances will be assessed the penalty. Also, note this rule is based on the "group" it is not acceptable
for the first player of a group to hole out on the last hole and run into the club house. The "group" has not finished until the last player
holes out on the last hole.

TIES
Ties for first place in NIMAGA events are decided by a sudden-death play-off, if such a play-off is feasible in the judgement of the
"committee". For the first place playoffs the player must be present to participate, unless and until the "committee" has determined
that a physical playoff is not feasible. The three factors used in determining feasibility are weather, darkness, and access to the
course. On the Gross side of the tournament, the handicaps of the participants will be disregarded. If a play-off is not feasable, the
tie will be broken by matching cards backward from the 18th hole, again without regard to the handicap strokes. The tie-breaking
procedure will determine who receives both the first place prize and tournament plaque. On the net side of the tournament the
players will receive strokes in accordance with the ranking of holes on the scorecard. The same will apply in a scorecard playoff
for net. The tie breaking procedure will determine who receives both the first place prize and the tournament plaque. Playoffs will
be run, if necessary, for Low Gross and Low Net only. All other places will remain ties. Example if 3 players tie for second place
they will all receive credit for 2nd place and will split the prize monies for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th places.

